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About This Game

Scutter is a VR arcade-style obstacle race for a hexapod robot. While exploring the planet Cryla, an alien virus rains down
potentially ending your mission. Fire, Roll and Fly your way through action-packed maps of increasing difficulty to collect

energy crystals and teleport Scutter back home.

Free demo available!

Features:

Unique maps with increasing difficulty

Global Leaderboards for the fastest times

Fast paced shooting action with attacking virus

Teleport yourself around maps for best viewing angle

Maneuver your Scutter by rolling or flying like a drone

Acquire Powerups to help complete maps
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Designed from the ground up as a VR gaming experience

Maps included: NÖØÖB, Opposites Attack, Blob Mob, Tower of Power, Revolution, Headbanger, Wavy Gravy,
Antiparallel, Mind Over Matter, Go Ballistic, Yo Yo, Blockchain, Wall of Death, Pipe Dream and Walk the Plank
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Title: Scutter
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Afrosquared LLC
Publisher:
Afrosquared LLC
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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Awful game, full of issues and problems, doesn't control very well. Going to be my first steam refund!. A very interesting game
with a good story and romance that got me invested. The voice acting and music were extremely good for an indie visual novel.
The choice of faceless mannequins was... different and I would have preferred at least a CG with their actual faces, but you
could also see the choice as providing a blank slate to input yourself into the story, so don't let it put you off. I was very glad I
bought and played.. Good game! but hard af on somelevel. Reccomend a controller imo.. Love the idea of flying around in an
airplane while battling, love the gamemodes, and there is way more stuff I love about this game. I easily would have paid $15
for this game. Just so addicting, and there is lots of fun game modes too, such as Base Defense, Deathmatch, CTF and more.
This game just is plain awesome.. I hoped this product would be better than it was. The gameplay is very odd, it starts mind
numbingly slow and then becomes very fast paced. The difficulty seems to lie in a manic flurry of enemies and random
movements rather than strategy. When I succeeded it felt like luck not accomplishment. Within 15 minutes I had a top 17 in the
world score.

The game drops you in without any explanation. You get points for killing enemies (I think?) but you can also pick up colored
orbs for extra points. There are a handful of powerups but I was again unsure what they did. One with 3 colored balls made me
shoot more but was time limited? A shield which lets me take an extra hit and lasts until damaged. Rocket which turns your
bullets into rockets, and maybe there was another one? At the top of the screen there is a bar that you fill and as you do your
weapon seemingly increases power but its so obtuse I hardly noticed anything happening until I looked for it. You also have a
"boost" which powers you through enemies. I seems like the type of attack that would work well for the slower stat ships. I'm
not sure why each ship doesnt have a different special power.

For no reason what so ever you can draw your own ship. Neat. But you can't customize your ship in any way other than
appearance. You have a set of stats for each ship but they are locked even for a custom ship.

As one of the other reviews said this feels like a college project. Its seemingly well made (except for not having Steam Overlay
and crashing every time I tried to exit.) I just found it lacking any depth and fun. As a proof of concept or an alpha this product
is solid enough to show investors and devs to continue work. As a finished game it feels hollow and 1 dimensional.
. Awesome Walking Dead Crossover!. Buggy game. I tried this game on 2 of my computers and i got the same error at some
random point of the game.. Unfortunately i could not find a solution to this error.

Panic error in file "..\\Common\\HotBoxMain.cpp", line 58:
  Failed to run script: QuestEngine2\/Utils\/String.lua:96: bad argument #1 to 'setfenv' (number expected, got nil). This was kind
of a lazy attempt at VR, You primarily control this game with the movement of your head and plays similarly to a point and
click adventure game, you hop from character to character by controlling their minds without any real movement through the
levels; you also cant see your character's hands can be disorienting at times.. This game is super good. I highly recommend it,
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this is a must have game. For $0 you can play someone in a game of good ol' fashion Rock, Paper, Scissors. If you have no
friends to play Rock, Paper, Scissors with, then I highly recommend this game as a fan of Roshambo (Rock, Paper, Scissors).
10/10 if you disagree then please delete your Steam because you have no taste in true games.. I like this game.
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This isn't my type of game, but I received it with my humble monthly so I gave it a try. By 1-4 between my 74 deaths and the
rage inducing music I knew for sure the game wasn't for me. That said it seem like a pretty solid game for people who enjoy
challenging platformers.. Pretty repetitive, but decent fun for only S0.49.. Critical Mass is a match-four puzzler where players
place different colored cubes in a three-dimensional space. The player must eliminate all cubes in the game area before reaching
"critical mass". Scoring combos will reduce the critical mass level and buy the player some time.

This game features several play modes. Classic proceeds through several levels of predefined shapes with randomized
arrangements. Rush requires the player to remove all the blocks while the score decreases. Survival requires the player to stave
off critical mass for a set period of time. Meditation gives the player a set number of blocks to remove with no time limit or
failure conditions.

As far as gameplay goes, scoring a combo does have a good feel to it and the game itself is reasonably polished, however this
game fails to get my recommendation. Firstly, the since the game involves a three-dimensional shape, the gameplay often
devolves to a guessing game where the player may (or may not) get lucky by placing a cube on a hidden vein of like colored
consecutive blocks. Secondly this game's music is quite literally a 10 second, rather generic, clip on loop. Meditation features a
different 10 second clip but the rest are the same. Lumines, another match-four puzzle game, changes the visual style and music
as the player progresses which keeps things fresh and interesting.

To it's merit the game can be played with just the mouse, so if you're looking for a game that can be played with one hand
(maybe with a beer in the other hand). Also the developers were thoughtful enough to include a colorblind mode which adds a
symbol to each block.

Score: 5/10. Before you play the game you should:

1) Go to wiki and understand the February 28 Incident
2) Knowing a little bit about the imact of the Chinese Civil War acting on Taiwan
3) Knowing a bit of Tawian's history from 1895 to 1945 (Taiwan was a Japanese colony at that time)

Start the game, try not to cry XD
. As a matter of fact, I believe Tokyo Babel to be the best VN Available for purchase on steam right now. Obviously, a title like
this doesn't come out of nowhere, which is exactly I thought writing this might be useful.

To begin with, Tokyo Babel is a good representation of everything Chuuni. It has everything from Quotes to Edge and lots of
Action. What might make Tokyo Babel a bit different is how it develops most of its cast through battles. Doing this requires
quite a lot of good writing to make it work, it also means that there is quite a certain bit of talking during those scenes. However,
since all of these battles are to begin with Ideological it makes little sense for them to work and function like normal action
scenes. In a way this style of writing is what sets Higashide apart from many writers.
Higashide is capable of doing a lot with little text, the only problem with this is that the reader is also required to put some effort
to understand the cast and their conflicts. This is by no means negative for Tokyo Babel, but it means that for each person the
experience will be greatly different.

Reading Tokyo Babel Guarantees you quite a lot of fun, at least 30 hours of fun, On the other hand, what you get once you are
done, with these 30 hours or so, is completely dependent on you, the reader. It's your job to connect the dots and figure most of
the cast inner conflicts. In a way that's extremely rewarding. However, i can understand that it's not completely something
anyone will be comfortable with. Which is why you need to know this prior to reading Tokyo Babel.

Tokyo Babel for the most part contains great character, Awesome Villains who you will never get enough of. Here i have to
mention that technically each and every person in Tokyo Babel is a Villain of sorts. No one fights for the world or for the
Goodness in their hearts for that is a weak reason to live. To Live is to Fight, and to fight you need a reason that is stronger than
anybody and everybody.

In short, Tokyo Babel is Great please buy it.
. ENG:

Im huge fan of Sudden Strike series of RTS games & this "Sudden Strike 1" -was actually my first RTS game ever in pc
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computer that im played in children in Windows 95 system.

Sudden Strike series is very realistic RTS -strategy game, which focuses specifically on a good strategy rather than on
construction, unlike most other RTS games that are realistic and the game does not allow the building of which the player would
get more new units.

You have specific amount of units at start & you need to survival & win the game with those units that you have & win the
game, you need to have better strategy that opponent have & i like this because it's more realistic system.

I played this game i can say then this is still the best World War -RTS strategy game in the world or so far what was released in
Steam & im played.

I high recomented this a game if you like "World War" -rts strategy games.

PROS:

-It's fun

-It's have easy gameplay

-Good & clear game hud\/interface

-Limited units that you have in game start what make game more realistic

-No building that allow to construct more units

-It's enough realistic to beat most of others RTS games that im played so far

-It's have lot of game content & maps to play

-It's have skirmish mode that allow to play like 4 vs 4 maps

-It's support co-op playing

-It's have Finnish DLC content

CONS:

-Kalypso Media Digital -publisher (It's not trusted & not usual care their customers)

-There is no in game "map" or "mission" -editor even steam store say there is.

-There is limit or almost none modding support

FIN:

-Olen suuri Sudden Strike strategia pelisarjan fani & oikeastaan t\u00e4m\u00e4 ensimm\u00e4inen Sudden Strike 1 on minun
ensimm\u00e4inen RTS strategia peli PC koneella Windows 95 j\u00e4rjestelm\u00e4ss\u00e4ni.
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Sudden Strike on todella reallistinen RTS -strategia peli, joka keskittyy p\u00e4\u00e4osin hyv\u00e4\u00e4n strategiaan
rakentamisen sijaan toisin kuin useimmat toiset RTS pelit, mik\u00e4 tekee pelist\u00e4 reallistisemman.

Peli ei salli rakentaa mink\u00e4\u00e4nlaista rakennusta, jossa pystyt rakentamaan tai tuottamaan uusia uniitteja vaan pelit
alkavat usein miten tietyll\u00e4 m\u00e4\u00e4r\u00e4ll\u00e4 yksik\u00f6it\u00e4 ja n\u00e4ill\u00e4 pit\u00e4isi
selvit\u00e4 ja voittaa peli ja voittaakseen pelit sinulla tulee olla hyv\u00e4 strategia jotta voitat pelin ja itse pid\u00e4n
t\u00e4st\u00e4 systeemist\u00e4, koska se on reallistisempi.

T\u00e4t\u00e4 peli\u00e4 pelaaneena voin edelleen sanoa ett\u00e4, t\u00e4m\u00e4 on ehdottomasti paras ja reallistisin
"World War" -RTS strategia peli, jota olen koskaan pelannut ja on julkaistu Steamissa.

Korkeat suositteluni pelist\u00e4, jos sinua kiinnostaa "World War" -RTS strategia pelit.

PLUSSAT:

-Peli on hauska pelata

-Peli\u00e4 on helppo pelata

-Peliss\u00e4 on hyv\u00e4 ja selke\u00e4 k\u00e4ytt\u00f6liittym\u00e4

-Rajoitetut yksik\u00f6t pelin alussa, mik\u00e4 tekee pelist\u00e4 reallistisemman

-Ei rakennuksia jotka sallii rakentaa uusia yksik\u00f6it\u00e4

-Riitt\u00e4v\u00e4n reallistinen peli voittamaan useimmat toiset RTS pelit

-Paljon pelattavaa sis\u00e4lt\u00f6\u00e4 ja karttoja

-Peliss\u00e4 on "Skirmish" -peli moodi, joka sallii vaikkapa pelata 4 vastaan 4 -pelej\u00e4.

-Co-op peli tuki

-Saatavana suomi DLC lis\u00e4osa

MIINUKSET:

-Kalypso Media Digital -pelijulkaisija (Ei ole luotettava ja eik\u00e4 yleens\u00e4 valita heid\u00e4n asiakkaistaan)

-Peliss\u00e4 ei ole sis\u00e4ist\u00e4 "Kartta" tai "Teht\u00e4v\u00e4" -editoria vaikka Steam peli kauppa
v\u00e4itt\u00e4\u00e4kin niin.

-Peliss\u00e4 ei ole juurikaan modaus tukea tai se on rajoitettu ja rajattu.
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